Rapid-response systems (RRSs) are a popular intervention in U.S. hospitals and are supported by accreditors and quality improvement organizations. The purpose of this review is to evaluate the effectiveness and implementation of these systems in acute care settings. A literature search was performed between 1 January 2000 through 30 October 2012 using PubMed, PsycINFO, CINAHL, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials. Studies published in any language evaluating outcome changes that occurred after implementing an RRS and differences between groups using and not using an RRS (effectiveness) or describing methods used by RRSs (implementation) were reviewed.

**The Problem**

Patients in the general ward often experience unrecognized deterioration that may progress to cardiorespiratory arrest. Patients commonly show signs and symptoms of deterioration for hours or days before cardiorespiratory arrest (median time, 6 hours) (1). Such arrests are associated with a poor prognosis (mortality up to 80%).

Almost all cardiorespiratory arrests have a common set of antecedents that are often poorly recognized secondary to the low sensitivity and fidelity of periodic assessments by staff. Improving this process should lead to earlier recognition and intervention. Many approaches have been devised (for example, single- and multiple-track and trigger systems and weighted early warning scoring systems), but none has been shown to have a clear advantage.

Even when recognition of deterioration is prompt, intervention may lag because of such barriers as a physician-centric medical culture that discourages speaking up or bypassing the chain of command, and imbalances between patient and clinician needs and resources. Improving recognition and overcoming the barriers to an effective and timely response should reveal problems before they become life-threatening.

**Patient Safety Strategy**

Rapid-response systems (RRSs) were created to improve recognition of and response to deterioration of patients on general hospital wards, with the goal of reducing the incidence of cardiorespiratory arrest and hospital mortality. An RRS generally has 3 components.

1) **Criteria and a system for notifying and activating the response team (known as an “afferent limb,” the mechanism by which team responses are triggered).** Activation criteria usually include vital signs (single-trigger criteria vs. aggregate and weighted early warning scoring) or general concern expressed by a clinician or family member. The afferent limb defines the variables that indicate deterioration and democratizes that knowledge to all clinicians. It also empowers bedside clinicians to trigger the response team (or “efferent limb,” the team of clinicians that respond to an event) when the clinician has a suspicion that a patient is deteriorating (2). As such, most RRSs rely on clinicians to proactively identify deteriorating patients rather than solely on continuous monitoring technology, which is common in the intensive care unit (ICU).

2) **The response team (efferent limb).** The response team most frequently comprises ICU-trained personnel and equipment. Team composition varies on the basis of local needs and resources but generally uses one of the following models: medical emergency teams (METs), which include a physician; rapid-response teams, which do not include a physician; and critical care outreach teams, which follow up on patients discharged from an ICU but also respond to all ward patients.

3) **An administrative and quality improvement component.** This team collects and analyzes event data and provides feedback, coordinates resources, and ensures improvement or maintenance over time.

Many hospitals have implemented RRSs to remedy the failure of our current system to adequately monitor patients in the general ward, recognize the signs and symptoms of deterioration, rescue deteriorating patients, and deliver optimal care rapidly through escalation and triage. That RRSs should be able to improve outcomes has strong face validity. Given the rapid pace of RRS literature since the...
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Key Summary Points

Many hospitals have implemented rapid-response systems (RRSs) over the past 15 years to improve recognition of and response to deteriorating patients in the general ward.

Moderate-strength evidence suggests that RRSs are associated with reduced rates of cardiorespiratory arrest and mortality.

Important components of successful RRSs include criteria and a system for notifying and activating the response team; a response team; and an administrative and quality improvement component to train staff, collect and analyze event data, provide feedback, coordinate resources, and ensure improvement or maintenance over time.

Implementation issues are critical in RRSs because rates of use are often suboptimal secondary to various barriers that could be improved.

Of 2560 abstracts captured by the search strategy, 2321 were excluded during screening and 232 articles were excluded in 2 rounds of article screening. Forty-three articles met the inclusion criteria (26 studies for effectiveness; 17 studies for implementation).

For effectiveness, the main outcome variables were adult and pediatric non-ICU cardiorespiratory arrest and adult and pediatric total hospital mortality. Studies that provided complete raw data (sample sizes and number of events both before and after the intervention periods) or relative risk (RR) estimate and its 95% CI or RR estimate with its associated accurate P value for any of these main outcomes were included. Studies that did not provide sufficient quantitative data were excluded.

Using data from each study, we were able to present or calculate a risk ratio estimate, its logarithm, and the associated SE. The results are summarized as risk ratios with 95% CIs and are shown in Figures 1 to 4, which include the data from the high-quality systematic review (3) The 95% CIs were computed and plotted in the log scale but labeled in the original scale. We used R, version 2.15.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), for these analyses. For implementation, Table 2 of the Supplement shows qualitative summaries of individual studies.

This review was supported by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, which had no role in the selection or review of the evidence or the decision to submit this manuscript for publication.

Review Processes

PubMed, PsycINFO, CINAHL, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials were searched between January 2000 through October 2012. The Supplement (available at www.annals.org) describes the search strategies and includes the summary of evidence search and selection. Effectiveness articles were restricted to studies that used a MET, rapid-response team, or critical care outreach team model; had a comparison group; and were published after November 2008 (the end date for the high-quality systematic review described later) (3).

Studies of RRS implementation selected for inclusion could be either qualitative (that is, studies using interviews, focus groups, or ethnographic methods) or quantitative (that is, studies examining implementation strategy on use of the RRS or patient outcomes that provided numerical outcome data). There were no exclusions based on country or language.

Two reviewers independently screened all abstracts. Full articles identified for inclusion had outcome data abstracted by a single reviewer and checked by a second reviewer. We did not abstract data on nursing satisfaction, which was rarely reported. The strength of evidence, including risk of bias, was evaluated using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation Working Group criteria adapted by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (4). We evaluated the quality of systematic reviews by using the assessment of multiple systematic reviews criteria (5).

Of 2560 abstracts captured by the search strategy, 2321 were excluded during screening and 232 articles were excluded in 2 rounds of article screening. Forty-three articles met the inclusion criteria (26 studies for effectiveness; 17 studies for implementation).

For effectiveness, the main outcome variables were adult and pediatric non-ICU cardiorespiratory arrest and adult and pediatric total hospital mortality. Studies that provided complete raw data (sample sizes and number of events both before and after the intervention periods) or relative risk (RR) estimate and its 95% CI or RR estimate with its associated accurate P value for any of these main outcomes were included. Studies that did not provide sufficient quantitative data were excluded.

Using data from each study, we were able to present or calculate a risk ratio estimate, its logarithm, and the associated SE. The results are summarized as risk ratios with 95% CIs and are shown in Figures 1 to 4, which include the data from the high-quality systematic review (3) The 95% CIs were computed and plotted in the log scale but labeled in the original scale. We used R, version 2.15.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), for these analyses. For implementation, Table 2 of the Supplement shows qualitative summaries of individual studies.

This review was supported by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, which had no role in the selection or review of the evidence or the decision to submit this manuscript for publication.

Benefits and Harms

Benefits

We identified 7 systematic reviews of RRSs; however, only 1 was rated as high quality and is described in detail here (3). A second review addressed implementation and is discussed in the next section. The highest-quality systematic review (3) (assessment of multiple systematic reviews criteria score, 10 of 11) identified 16 studies (6–21) through November 2008 involving nearly 1.3 million hospital admissions.

The meta-analysis concluded that, among adults, implementation of an RRS was associated with a statistical reduction in non-ICU cardiorespiratory arrest (RR, 0.66 [95% CI, 0.54 to 0.80]) but not with lower total hospital mortality (RR, 0.96 [CI, 0.84 to 1.09]). In children, implementation of an RRS was associated with statistical reductions in both non-ICU cardiorespiratory arrest (RR, 0.62 [CI, 0.46 to 0.84]) and total hospital mortality (RR, 0.79 [CI, 0.63 to 0.98]).

The review rated studies as high quality if they adjusted for confounders and for time trends by using either concurrent control groups or an interrupted time series design. Studies were rated as fair quality if they adjusted only for confounding. Five of the 18 studies were rated as high quality, 2 as fair quality, and the rest as low quality.
In this updated review, we identified 26 additional effectiveness studies (22–47) that met our inclusion criteria and were published since the previous high-quality systematic review. None used randomization in its methodology or had a concurrent control group; 2 studies included multiple centers. Three studies were done in pediatric hospitals. Most took place in the United States, Australia, or Canada, with only a few in Europe or Asia. Most studies were conducted in teaching hospitals.

Almost no studies included any information on context, and no studies reported a theoretical or logic model. The number of included hospital admissions or discharges in the studies ranged from 1920 to 277,717. All were rated as low or moderate quality.

Most studies reported the main outcomes of non-ICU cardiorespiratory arrest and total hospital mortality; some studies also reported variations on these outcomes, such as unexpected cardiorespiratory arrest or unexpected mortality. From our included studies, Figures 1 to 4 show studies providing adequate data (29–47) along with the studies included in the high-quality review.

Figure 1 shows studies describing adult non-ICU cardiorespiratory arrest. Nineteen of 20 studies reporting this outcome had point estimates favoring the intervention, 12 of which reached statistical significance. Figure 2 shows adult total hospital mortality. Eighteen of 23 studies showed favorable point estimates, 7 of which were significant.

Figure 3 shows pediatric non-ICU cardiorespiratory arrest; all point estimates favored the RRS, and 3 of 7 were significant. Figure 4 shows pediatric total hospital mortality, where all but 1 study (21) had point estimates favoring RRSs; however, only 2 of these findings were significant.

More recent studies more often showed positive results. Although outcomes were heterogeneous—number of hospital discharges during the study period, type of hospital (size and teaching vs. nonteaching status), and RRS model—there was no clear correlation between intervention effectiveness and these characteristics (data not shown).

The overall strength of evidence was moderate when the high-quality systematic review (3) was included, but strength of evidence in the additional studies identified since 2008 was low to moderate. Risk of bias was high for all additional studies because of the before-and-after design. Only a few studies accounted for differences in patient populations over time or reported characteristics of providers in the 2 periods.
Few studies attempted to control for secular trends over time that could have affected outcomes. The 1 study that accounted for such trends found that benefits in mortality and cardiorespiratory arrest rate remained after they were adjusted for (33). No studies reported on or accounted for other safety initiatives that may have influenced the outcomes.

No studies conducted blinded outcome assessment. Although mortality is an objective outcome, the other key outcome, incidence of cardiorespiratory arrest, can be de-
fined in numerous ways (for example, calling the code team vs. documented use of cardiopulmonary resuscitation) and is subject to bias, as are some of the other outcome variations reported (for example, unexpected mortality).

Studies ideally should not report rates for the ICU and emergency departments because these patient populations are rarely part of the exposure group; however, hospital-wide rates were often reported. One study (20) included ICU cardiorespiratory arrest in the analysis (total hospital cardiorespiratory arrest); this study concluded that there was no effect, although data presented on the non-ICU cardiorespiratory arrest rate showed a statistical improvement.

Such arrest rates are also affected by changes in patient case-mix over time, frequency of do-not-resuscitate orders, and terminal illness. However, most studies did not account for these potential confounders. Other outcomes reported, such as unanticipated ICU admissions, are indirect outcomes. In addition, no studies compared RRSs with other interventions that may affect these outcomes, such as enhanced nurse–patient ratios or hospitalists. An unexpected beneficial consequence was improved frequency and quality of end-of-life discussions with patients and their families.

Harms

Potential harms included “deskilling” of ward staff because of dependence on the RRS, inappropriate patient care for other patients (decreased responsiveness of the usual team), staff conflict, diversion of ICU staff from usual care in the ICU, and communication errors caused by introducing additional providers (2). Despite several articles discussing potential harms and unexpected consequences, neither the high-quality systematic review nor any of the additional studies reported any quantitative data for these variables.

**IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS AND COSTS**

Seventeen studies (10, 48–63) met our inclusion criteria for studies of the implementation processes surrounding RRSs. Eleven of these used quantitative methods primarily for evaluating the effect of a change in the implementation process for an RRS program and 7 used primarily qualitative methods. Most implementation studies were conducted in academic hospitals; however, several studies specifically detailed implementation in community hospitals (10, 13, 14, 23).

Rapid-response systems have been implemented in several contexts and vary in composition, activation criteria, and implementation process. Strong external factors have driven the implementation of RRSs in U.S. hospitals: The 2009 Joint Commission’s National Patient Safety Goal 16 (64) and the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (65), as well as numerous other organizations, have created toolkits to help implement RRS interventions. Despite these attempts to reduce variability in the implementation process, our review found that implementation processes differed widely and that local needs and resources tended to dominate the processes.

Education and promotion of the new service was often a factor in preparing for implementation. For staff training and education, several studies introduced new staff, such as a nurse educator. Most studies indicated that implementation processes explicitly included educational activities; however, such activities varied in the degree to which they were strictly information-based or included dedicated training and practice opportunities for RRS members or staff. Such activities as simulation education and training were uncommon. Most studies explicitly noted that cognitive aids, such as posters listing activation criteria, were included.

During development of the afferent limb, various objective criteria were used for calling the team and many interventions depended on nurses’ clinical judgment to activate the team on the basis of subjective “worry” or “general concern” (58, 59). One study found that MET hospitals in the MERIT (Medical Emergency Response Intervention and Therapy) trial were 35 times more likely to activate their emergency response team based on the “wor-
ried” criteria than control (activated by vital signs) hospitals \( (P < 0.001) \) (58).

A few studies also included systems for family or patient initiation of the RRS team. One study showed improved outcomes only after family-initiated activation was implemented (35). No studies reported specific use of technology (such as computerized alerts) to enhance RRS implementation. Some studies used single vital sign triggers, whereas others used early warning scoring systems. In most reports, activation of the efferent limb was voluntary, although 1 study changed its program to mandatory activation on the basis of alert criteria (59).

Most studies used METs as the efferent limb model, but several studies examined rapid-response teams or critical care outreach teams (23); however, none were directly compared. One of the very few studies to compare these models studied a resident-led team and an attending-led MET and found no difference in outcomes (24).

Many RRS implementation efforts have low utilization rates; that is, ward staff do not activate the team despite criteria for activation being met. Although the systematic reviews that we identified did not address this issue, several did so individually. Jones and colleagues (66) examined the barriers and facilitators that affecting nurses’ activation of the RRS. The following 5 major themes emerged: adequate education on the RRSs’ purpose and role, clinical expertise, support by medical and nursing staff, nurses’ familiarity with and advocacy for the patient, and nurses’ workload.

Other studies found changes in culture (that is, development of strong support for calling for help and lack of criticism or punishment for activating the team), knowledge of activation criteria, communication, teamwork, and perceptions about the team’s helpfulness to nurses and patients to be important influences on utilization. Another factor affecting utilization is the time since initial implementation or duration of the RRS. For example, 1 study (67) specifically examined RRS processes over time and found that the proportion of patients with delayed RRS activation decreased as the RRS matured \((40.3\% \text{ vs. } 22.0\% ; P < 0.001)\). Other programs have tried various strategies to improve utilization (education, mandatory activation, and changing the activation criteria) (59–63).

Team structure may also influence utilization. For example, 1 study reported the effects of separating the overall emergency response system into 2 teams with different activation criteria and processes. Utilization increased sharply \((15.7 \text{ to } 24.7 \text{ activations per 1000 admissions} ; P < 0.001)\) after the changes were implemented (61).

Patient populations may also benefit differently from RRSs. The high-quality systematic review concluded that RRSs were associated with significantly reduced hospital mortality in pediatric patients but not in adults (3). One study that included 2 separate RRS teams showed an effect in a medical but not a surgical population (44). Most studies to date were conducted in academic centers, although nonacademic hospitals also frequently reported RRS success. Earlier studies that the high-quality systematic review reported were mainly from Australia and the United States; 2 were in England, and 1 was in Canada (3). Since then, the number of countries reporting effectiveness data for RRSs has increased, but how differing national medical cultures affect implementation and effectiveness of the intervention is unclear.

Finally, cost was not evaluated in the high-quality review (3) or in the additional articles that we reviewed.

**DISCUSSION**

The previous high-quality systematic review and meta-analysis found that, although RRSs were associated with a statistical reduction in rates of cardiorespiratory arrest outside of the ICU among pediatric and adult patients, total hospital mortality was not reduced in adults (3). Our update supports the previous conclusions, although the most recent studies were more likely to show positive results.

The high-quality review found the opposite in its cumulative analysis: Early studies tended to have more positive results. In fact, in 7 sequentially published studies, starting with Kenward and associates’ study (10) in 2004 and continuing to Chan and coworkers’ study (20) in 2008, the point estimate of effect did not decrease below 0.95.

After Chan and coworkers’ study (20) in 2008, all point estimates were less than 0.95. Potential explanations for this result include maturation of the intervention and improved implementation strategies that may have led to improved results in and across institutions. In addition, secular trends of total hospital mortality may have decreased over time unrelated to the intervention, and few studies controlled for this, although 1 study that did found it to not be the case (33).

Although the beneficial effects of RRSs are becoming clearer as the intervention is more universally applied, not all RRS programs realize these benefits. There are several potential explanations for this. An archaic model of patient monitoring on general wards limits the afferent limb (the low sensitivity of periodic visits by clinicians to identify deteriorating patients) (1). Automating the identification of a deteriorating patient through continuous monitoring and a directly activated response team potentially would both improve sensitivity and fidelity and mitigate cultural barriers.

Optimal team composition and structure are unknown. Restricted financial resources may also affect the RRS’s ability to self-audit, evaluate events, and improve systematically. Utilization rates are often reported to be low. Creativity and maturation of the intervention are necessary to achieve ultimate long-term goals. Other factors may affect commonly measured outcomes, and several metrics (that is, total cardiorespiratory arrest count patients who are not exposed to the intervention. Staff and education themes mainly focus on information rather than
training. Barriers to effective recognition and response ingrained in the culture of medicine persist.

Given that 80% of patients who have an inpatient cardiorespiratory arrest die, several potential reasons may explain why results for mortality are less robust than those for arrests. For example, the measurement of cardiorespiratory arrest can be subjective. In addition, many arrests occur in terminally ill patients, and some studies of RRSs have found evidence for increased rates of do-not-resuscitate orders after RRS implementation. Some studies have tried to account for this factor by measuring rates of cardiorespiratory arrests that are “unexpected” or that occur in patients without do-not-resuscitate orders, but accurately defining terminally ill patients is challenging and may be subject to bias or measurement error.

Our review and the literature have limitations. The updated literature since 2008 includes low- to moderate-quality studies, and several studies have inconsistent findings across outcomes. The elements of the RRS, sample size, and reporting of outcomes varied among these studies. All of the most recent studies have used a before-and-after historically controlled design, which needs to be considered carefully because a recent evaluation of a multifaceted patient safety program in the United Kingdom found statistical improvements in the before-and-after comparison but not in the concurrent cohort controlled comparison (68), as the MERIT study (19) did.

In addition, we reviewed only “effectiveness” studies that reported raw data for mortality and cardiorespiratory arrest. Also, the possibility of selective reporting and publication bias cannot be excluded. For implementation studies, few used formal qualitative methods, and these also addressed various RRS types and study populations. Finally, the relative effectiveness of RRSs compared with other interventions to identify and treat deteriorating patients is unknown.

In summary, we found moderate strength of evidence that RRSs improve outcomes from both a high-quality systematic review through November 2008 and the additional literature published through October 2012. Our review also identified key barriers and facilitators of effective RRS implementation, which included staff acceptance and leadership of the RRS, rates of calling the RRS, and trigger mechanisms.

Rapid-response systems have been described as a “band-aid” for a failed model of managing patients in the general ward in hospitals (69). Although this intervention is beginning to help many hospitals improve recognition of patient deterioration and reduce preventable deaths, they are unlikely to more universally improve these outcomes until we address the culture and system defects that contribute to the root of the problem. For now, RRSs seem to be the best option.
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